Facial Expression detection or Emotion Recognition is one of the rising fields of research on intelligent systems. Emotion plays a significant role in non-verbal communication. An efficient face and facial feature detection algorithms are required to detect emotion at that particular moment. The paperpresents a new approach to the problem of extracting the facial components from a still facial image which will be used further for Facial Expression detection. Robust extraction of such facial feature locations is a crucial problem which is used in a wide range of applications. Facial features such as lip corners, eye corners and nose tip are critical points in a human face. Thepaper approach relies on image segmentation based on skin color algorithm and fiducial point detection. First, the face region is extracted from the image by skin-color filter and window growing. Second, eyes and mouth are approximately located by projection of fiducial point. It is been observed for subjects not wearing glasses, the extraction of eyes could be correctly located in 94% of the images and in over 90% of these images they could be accurately extracted, while for subjects wearing glasses, the success rate is somewhat lower. Also, in certain moods or depending on the facial expression, the detection of lips in case of mouth opening and closing varies which can also be extracted by our method.
INTRODUCTION
It has been observed in recent years that detecting human faces and facial features has become an important task in computer vision with numerous potential applications including human computer interaction, video surveillance, face tracking, and face recognition. Hence the extraction of facial features can be used to handle various practical and artificial problems. In the case of facial feature localization, the goal is to detect the presence and location of features. But the challenges associated with face and facial feature detection can be attributed to the following factors [1] .
(1) Intensity. There are three types of intensity: color, gray and binary.
(2) Pose. Face images vary due to the relative camera-face pose (frontal, 45°, profile), and some facial features such as an eye may become partially or wholly occluded. (5) Poor quality. Image intensity in poor-quality images, for instances, blurry images, distorted images, and images with noise, becomes unusual. The existing techniques are not applicable for all images with any of the above factors or their combinations. In addition, the accuracy of those techniques is based on the usage of intensity information as input.
It is well known that viewing a person's eyes, mouth is essential to grasping the information and emotions they convey and face components like eyes, nose, eyebrows, lips, etc. together describe the overall shape of the face. Due to great difference between face photo and face-sketch it is not possible to compare directly the features obtained from original face photo and the features obtained from face sketch. In this context extraction of individual facial features can proved to be very helpful. A lot of works on facial recognition based on facial feature extraction have been reported in [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In this method, effort has been made towards efficient extraction of facial features from randomly selected face and the experimental results has shown comparatively higher accuracy rate.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Based on the existing surveys conducted so far, five categories have been identified for face and facial feature detection.
-Geometry-based methods. These methods utilize geometrical information [5] . Each feature is demonstrated as a geometrical shape. They can accurately detect face and facial features, but cannot handle large variations of the face images such as images with some occluded facial features and images with noise.
-Color-based approaches. These approaches face difficulties in robustly detecting skin colors in the presence of complex background and different illuminations [12, 13] . These algorithms are applicable only for color images.
-Appearance-based methods. These methods use the models learned from a set of training images [15] [16] [17] . Gray value(intensity) is the most important parameter for the detection. They are not able to perfectly detect face images with poor quality in intensity, some occlusions, and unnatural intensity.
-Motion-based methods. Face and facial features are detected from the image sequence [14] . Using such methods, facial features cannot be detected using only a single still image from one view.
-Edge-based methods. In the last class of methods [19] , faces are detected without information due to intensity and motion. The edge information is used as input. These methods can handle large variations of the face images. However, these methods detect only face or facial features [19] .
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
For face localization relying on a combination of skin color and template based approach described in [8] .The paper extends it by supporting three experimentally determined scaling factors for the template in order to localize faces with different size. The localization determines the position and the scaling factor of the matched template. After localize the face, pupils are used for face tracking since they can be easily determined with high accuracy. Since the positions of a face different only a few pixels between subsequent images, also the search regions to be analyzed for tracking of the pupils are very small i.e. search regions of 24X24 pixels. Hence after a face has been successfully localized, for subsequent images at first detection offiducial points for the pupils, and depending on these for the nose tip and the corners of the mouth are determined. The proposed scheme contains four parts: facial area extraction in an entire image, estimation of the vertical positions of the facial features, such as the eyes and mouth, extraction of control points of facial features, and facial model adaptation. 
FACIAL AREA EXTRACTION
The first step is to find the face location and separate it from background. Before locating the face area, a preprocessing procedure is necessary to reduce noise and get a good result from edge detection. Histogram equalization used to produce an image with higher contrast, it can enhance the edge continuity of an image. Skin color detection algorithm is performed to get a binarized edge image. Using the binarized edge image and template based approach, separated the head from the background using following method. First, for each horizontal line, the two edge points which are close to both borders of the image are determined. By using the location information of these edge pixels and finding the brighter pixels, the area which includes the head and shoulder can be generated. Because the feature searching scheme focuses on the facial part, so the hair part must be removed. In general, the gray level of hair is lower than that of a face, and the height of the head area is about two-thirds the height of the total area, which includes the head and shoulder. The two lowermost side pixels whose gray levels are larger than the threshold values are detectedbecause theface is assumed to be brighter. According to the positions of these two pixels, a bottom-up searching process that finds the side pixels of the facial part is performed. Finally, only the edge pixels in this new area are retained, and others are discarded. Resultant face image are shown in 
Fiducial Point detection
After successful detection of face region, for fully automatic detection of 20 facial feature points plus the both eyes and the center of the mouth, lips in a face image, Gabor-feature based classifiers as proposed in [6, 18] is used. The method uses the input image is a face region. The input face region is then divided into 20 regions of interest (ROIs), each one corresponding to one facial point to be detected. Initially the irises and the medial point of the mouth are detected. A combination of heuristic techniques based on the analysis of the vertical and horizontal histograms of the upper and the lower half of the face-region image achieves this. Subsequently, the detected positions of the irises and the mouth are used to localize 20 ROIs. Figure 4 shows the detection of various fiducial points.
Fig. 4. Detection of Fiducial points

FEATURE EXTRACTION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A mathematical statistical method proposed by M. Chuang et Al [7] used to estimate the approximate vertical positions of the facial features, such as the eyes and mouth. An edge map image I edge (x, y) is divided into areas of equal size in the vertical direction. Then, the vertical integral projection of the edge map image in a rectangular area of 1 ≤ x ≤ IW and i * step + 1 ≤ y ≤ (i + 1) * step is estimated by where v(i, x) indicates that the number of the edge pixels which have the same x coordinate in the i th rectangle, W is the width of the input image, and step is the rectangle height, where the image height is divided by N. N is the number of equal size rectangles. 
Extraction of Eye search area
After detecting fiducial point of face it is been observed a sharp change in color in fiducial point no 3.1 to 3.14 considered as a key to localize the eye region. For example, while marking the pixel values from the forehead region, the eyebrow region has a distinct color than the forehead region. In this approach, first the column wise sum value is computed for each of the columns. Eliminated the columns which have a sum less than 50% of the maximum column sums are eliminated out. This narrows down the search region by redefining the minCol and maxCol values. To determine the sharp color changes, the row sums enclosed bythe column boundaries (say sum 1 to sum h ) are taken. Then the gradient between two consecutive row sumsi.e difference between sums of i th and (i + 1) th row are calculated. Taking the ten maximum gradients and their corresponding row values, it has been noticed that the least row value among these gives the row where the eyebrows are located. In case, the left and right eyebrows are not aligned in the same row, the row value of the upper eyebrow are used.
Fig. 7. Fiducial points of right and left eye regions
Once the eyebrows are located, the upper limit of the search area is defined. The lower boundary of the search area will be limited by upper limit plus half of the column window width (maxCol -minCol). 
Extraction of Mouth area
To estimate the mouth area, first localize fiducial point from 8.2 to 8.10 as shown in Fig. 9 . Then a conversion from rgb to lab color space is undertaken. The k-means clustering algorithm is applied next on this image to get two clusters.
Fig. 9. Fiducial points of mouth regions
The two clusters are: skin cluster, lip cluster. The lip cluster (from Fig. 6 ) is selected to determine the mouth opening. To obtain mouth opening, the average intensity of three primary pixel colors are taken, and plot the row-average of such value contributed by each pixel against the row number. Fig 10 shows the extraction of mouth region. 
CONCLUSION
In this study the proposed scheme used fiducial point of a facial image to extract the facial components which will further used in facial expression detection. Skin color and template based algorithm is used to localize facial area. After successful localization of face, detection of fiducial points for the pupils and depending on these both eye and the corners of the mouth are determined. Proposed scheme has limitations like background color and facial objects, also poses some advances like the user's face does not need to appear at a fixed position in the input image, the area of the person's face does not need to be fixed. In other words, the distance from the user to the camera can be varied. The geometry of the eye pair region and that of the mouth region is not limited. 
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